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About This Game

You're pitted against Dr. Pyrus Goldfire. He's found a way to replicate pure gold, which he's using to fund his maniacal plan.
Goldfire has built six highly-secure, futuristic locations where his creations are being hatched. It's up to you to penetrate his

security and stop him at all costs.

"Blake Stone...isn't simply Son of Wolfenstein...it's a wish list fulfilled, enhancing the Wolfenstein canon with many sensible
tweaks and some new tricks that'll make your jaw drop." - Electronic Entertainment

Features

Break and Take: Crates can be blown apart to reveal weapons and other goodies, such as gold, money, food and ammo.

Break a leg. Theirs.: Over 20 unique and adaptive actors, including guards, aliens, mutants and pods.

Inside Intel: Interactive informants give you clues and hints.

Future Soldier: Five futuristic weapons - from a silent shotgun to an explosive grenade launcher.

See Earth: A stagerring 66 levels, including two secret levels per episode.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Well having played the first few missions of this title, I have to say that I am ENJOYING IT! I first tried this out on the XBox
360 and was less than impressed with it and I now come to realize that it was the fact it was on console. Playing the ship
missions with a mouse and keyboard is so much easier to do! Flying, well I still prefer to use a game pad or joystick for that, it
just makes it easier to do.

Now, this game is not graphically outstanding. It's an older game, so its not up to the standards of today. However, it still looks
pretty decent. It has aged, well, pretty good. Now, while not the most pretty of games, this game is just plain fun!

You get to fly planes, operate ships and submarines. You control various weapon systems of each vehicle from main guns, to
anti air guns, machine guns and so on.

Now, let's break it down shall we?

Graphics: I'm gonna give this a 6/10 because of it's age, still is playable
Playability: 8/10 just make sure you use a gamepad or joystick to fly with, the mouse makes it hard control
Replayability: Right now I am going to go with 7/10, it has some missions and a campaign. It used Gamespy for multiplayer, no
idea as this writing if you can still play it that way.
Overall: 7/10 based on it being fun, slightly challenging (so far) and not horribly expensive.. This is one of the best old school,
turned based RPG that I have played for years.

BTW, I am an older gamer that has been playing RPGs for the last 35+ years, starting from Wizardy 1 in 1980. I played all the
Wizardrys, Ultimas, Bard Tales and Might & Magic Series.

This game reminds me of all those past games that I have played in the past with its square grid layout and its very engaging
storyline. You can also have a team of 6 different members and there are 6 different classes each with very different and unique
skills. This game is also slightly different than most normal RPG in that Sorcerers need to collect Runes to cast spells, and
Priests needs to prepare a supply of Holy Water. Of course you also need to be near some water supply like Stream or Lake so
you can have access to water. It is little things like this that makes the game more interesting and different.

The developer also put in a lot of effort into creating different kind of dungeons with different mechanics and behavior that are
uniquely distinctive. For example, in the Water Realm, there are currents and you get swept away to different location based on
the current. In the Air Realm, you will fall to your death, and can only teleport to certain location using a transdisplacer device.
In Earth Realm you might have to re-materialized behind the rock to discover new tunnels, etc. In Fire you have constant
Inferno effect damaging you with every move and lots of other surprises.

I love games with Steam Achievements, and it is possible to get all 20\/20 steam achievements in a single playthrough. I spend
about 70 hours in a single playthrough. This game especially reward grinding and have monsters that repopulate so that you can
grind till your heart content. You also get decent drops and experienes through grinding too.

Overall, I loved this game and would highly recommend it to any old school RPG gamers. Its definitely worth the money spent..
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Very hard. Super satisfying. Multi-player modes are worth the premium over the mobile versions.. WOW!!!!!!
What a fun game!
Couldn't stop playing it.
It's funny and humoristic!
Will keep playing it for sure.. This is the perfect game 10 out of 10 better than the witcher 3 wuold recomend to a friend. I have
no words...
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. Old-school, point-and-click horror adventure with a first-person slideshow presentation. The atmospheric tension and building
sense of dread reminded me of Scratches, but this has deeper gameplay and a more 'modern' horror slant.

The puzzles are nicely varied: classic inventory-based puzzles; usage of computer terminals for accessing records, emails, online
searches, etc.; a security archive with audio recordings; a couple of math puzzles; a few very clever puzzles that combine
multiple inventory items with the environment and sometimes even the computer systems (the use of the infra-red paint was
probably my fave); and more.

Plenty of save slots (yay!). No technical issues encountered (running Win 7). If you like old-school adventures, this is a
challenging, engaging, and recommended title.. Too short as a story.. It's almost identical to kingdom rush & Castle Defense,
Doesn't look bad & Crash-free, it works good so far. Played 5 levels so far and it's getting interesting. Unlocked already the
second hero & Upgraded 3 towers!. If you click too many times on places where the object isn't, the game takes control of your
mouse and moves it around slowly for a moment in a way I find pretty offputting. At first I thought it was trying to force hints
on me on a timer (which would also have been annoying), but I think it's just moving around randomly.

Not good.

Game also has a tendency to hide objects in ways that, even after I have been given a hint where to look, I *STILL* can't find
them. Very difficult, due to poor labling of objects, obscuring large parts of those objects, and blending them seamlessly into
their surroundings.

Artificial difficulty. Not a fan.. I can't really recommend this because a) it's not historically accurate, which would presumably
be one of ageod's strengths by this point, and b) it's a return to the buggy, broken pre-pride of nations engine that runs terribly.
This is a mystifying decision! Strictly speaking, though, it's identical to every other ageod title. I guess if you like those, you'll
maybe like this one, but it's not a very good entry in their series of games. If you want to play an AGEOD game then go with To
End All Wars.
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